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Chapter 11Chapter 11

Between the segment and Between the segment and 
the syllablethe syllable
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IntroductionIntroduction

 Segments and syllables Segments and syllables 
•• evidence for bothevidence for both

 How are they related exactly?How are they related exactly?

 Structure:Structure: syllable syllable 

??????

segmentssegments
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Skeletal tierSkeletal tier

 Representation of lengthRepresentation of length
•• long vowels: e.g. English /long vowels: e.g. English /ii:/ vs. /:/ vs. /II//

 You can have a long vowel in an You can have a long vowel in an 
open syllable in English (open syllable in English (beebee) or a ) or a 
diphthong (diphthong (byebye) but not a short ) but not a short 
vowel (*vowel (*mimi))
•• shows the equivalence of long vowels shows the equivalence of long vowels 

and diphthongs (in English)and diphthongs (in English)

•• and also of a short vowel plus and also of a short vowel plus 
consonant (consonant (bitbit) to a long vowel) to a long vowel 44

Like tone ...Like tone ...

 Length is independent of segmental Length is independent of segmental 
featuresfeatures
•• long vowels and diphthongs have two units, long vowels and diphthongs have two units, 

short vowels have one (recall Greenlandic)short vowels have one (recall Greenlandic)

XX XX X   X   = ‘skeleton’= ‘skeleton’

aa aa
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The X or CV tierThe X or CV tier

 tier (pronounced like cry a tier (pronounced like cry a teartear) = ) = 
levellevel

 X or CV tier: X or CV tier: in betweenin between segments segments 
and syllableand syllable

 CV units are independent, like toneCV units are independent, like tone
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CV or X units?CV or X units?

 

CC VV CC XX XX XX

kk ææ tt kk ææ tt

V = X at the middle of the syllableV = X at the middle of the syllable

C = X at the edgesC = X at the edges
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SyllabificationSyllabification

 = Putting segments into syllables= Putting segments into syllables

 This CVThis CV--tier will play a roletier will play a role

 Syllabification as a phonological rule Syllabification as a phonological rule 
(recall French liaison)(recall French liaison)

•• phonology /phonology /katkat/ : / : no syllable no syllable structure structure 

•• phonetics : syllabifiedphonetics : syllabified

•• what kind of rule(s)?what kind of rule(s)?
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Syllable formationSyllable formation

 E.g. the word ‘metro’E.g. the word ‘metro’

•• two syllables, at least two possibilitiestwo syllables, at least two possibilities

•• met.ro   or  me.tro   (or met.ro   or  me.tro   (or metr.ometr.o ??)??)

•• => syllables maximize their onsets (rule)=> syllables maximize their onsets (rule)

•• trtr-- is a possible onset in English (is a possible onset in English (trytry))

•• so: me.troso: me.tro
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SonoritySonority

 Which part of the syllable is loudest?Which part of the syllable is loudest?

•• the vowel (see waveforms)the vowel (see waveforms)

 Up to the vowel loudness rises, and Up to the vowel loudness rises, and 
after the vowel loudness decreasesafter the vowel loudness decreases

•• =sonority=sonority

 Typical syllables (in different languages):Typical syllables (in different languages):

•• stop stop –– fricative fricative –– glide/nasal glide/nasal –– vowel vowel ––
glide/nasal glide/nasal –– fricative fricative –– stop stop 
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EnglishEnglish

tt rr ee nn dd ‘trend’‘trend’

 stop is first and last positionstop is first and last position

 vowel in the middlevowel in the middle

 liquid before the vowelliquid before the vowel

 nasal after the vowelnasal after the vowel

Recent researchRecent research

 Yin Ruihua, SISU PhD (2016Yin Ruihua, SISU PhD (2016--): ): 

 What is sonority?What is sonority?

•• phonetic? phonological? a primitive? phonetic? phonological? a primitive? 
derived from other factors? History of derived from other factors? History of 
the concept, how it is used in rules and the concept, how it is used in rules and 
constraints constraints 

 Application of “sonority” to Application of “sonority” to 
assimilation processes in Korean and assimilation processes in Korean and 
other languages other languages 
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Sonority violationsSonority violations

 e.g. English e.g. English 

•• spspeak: s expected after the stopeak: s expected after the stop

•• psps-- not even allowed in English! not even allowed in English! 
((pspsychology: /ychology: /saisai--/)/)

•• demands an explanation, why is [s] demands an explanation, why is [s] 
special?special?

 other languages?other languages?

 different theories about this different theories about this 

•• perhaps also: final affricates: lurperhaps also: final affricates: lurchch
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Back to the Back to the SkeletonSkeleton

 Arguments in Arguments in favourfavour of:of:

•• “templatic” languages like Arabic (recall “templatic” languages like Arabic (recall 
Hebrew Hebrew colourscolours, in the Morphology , in the Morphology 
class)class)
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 Clearly Clearly independentindependent role for CV tierrole for CV tier
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FrenchFrench

 words in the second group have a words in the second group have a 
“silent” [h]“silent” [h]

can be nicely solvedcan be nicely solved

by using the CV tierby using the CV tier
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LengtheningLengthening

DutchDutch EnglishEnglish

gansgans goosegoose

mondmond mouthmouth

tandtand toothtooth

......

Dutch (or German) has short V + [n], Dutch (or German) has short V + [n], 
English has long vowel or diphthongEnglish has long vowel or diphthong

n was lost but its Xn was lost but its X--position was taken up position was taken up 
by the vowel, which became longby the vowel, which became long
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MorasMoras

 Alternative for the CVAlternative for the CV--tiertier

 In (Old) English example, coda consonant In (Old) English example, coda consonant 
(n) deletion leads to lengthening(n) deletion leads to lengthening

 Onset consonants never have this kind of Onset consonants never have this kind of 
effecteffect
•• e.g. English e.g. English kneeknee, , gnatgnat, etc., etc.

•• or American English or American English tunetune (loss of j)(loss of j)

 Second, coda consonants sometimes Second, coda consonants sometimes 
count for stress (or English count for stress (or English weightweight))

 Onset consonants never doOnset consonants never do

 So: different kinds of X’sSo: different kinds of X’s
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MorasMoras

 So coda consonants are more So coda consonants are more 
“weighty” than onset consonants“weighty” than onset consonants

 Therefore they can get a weight unit Therefore they can get a weight unit 
(mora) and onset consonants never (mora) and onset consonants never 
dodo

•• coda consonants only get a mora if coda consonants only get a mora if 
there is evidence (stress, lengthening)there is evidence (stress, lengthening)
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Mora theoryMora theory

 developed by Hayes (1990)developed by Hayes (1990)
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WeightWeight--byby--positionposition

 Crucial difference in coda consonantsCrucial difference in coda consonants

 In some languages (e.g. English), In some languages (e.g. English), 
short vowel + coda consonant counts short vowel + coda consonant counts 
as a long vowel (two positions) as a long vowel (two positions) 
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ConclusionConclusion

 Independent tier of X (or CVIndependent tier of X (or CV--) units ) units 
in between segments and syllable in between segments and syllable 
structure structure 

 Evidence from syllableEvidence from syllable--related related 
processes and “templatic” languages processes and “templatic” languages 

 Building syllable structure Building syllable structure 

•• one or more rules? max onsetsone or more rules? max onsets--firstfirst

 Alternative for CV units: mora theoryAlternative for CV units: mora theory
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HomeworkHomework

 Read chapter carefully. Sections 11.6 Read chapter carefully. Sections 11.6 
and 11.7 are optionaland 11.7 are optional

 Homework: Qs 100, 104Homework: Qs 100, 104--107107

 Thank youThank you


